Spike synchronization of tympanic receptor fibres in a grasshopper (Chorthippus biguttulus L., Acrididae). A possible mechanism for detection of short gaps in model songs.
In recordings from single tympanic receptor fibres in C. biguttulus, the response to synthesized sounds (rectangularly modulated white noise) interrupted by very brief (a few milliseconds) gaps was examined. In behavioral tests, females of the species respond very differently to such 'model syllables' at moderate intensities, depending on the gap width. If the gaps (in a moderate-intensity syllable) are larger than 2 ms, the stimulus fails to elicit a response, whereas stimuli with gaps smaller than 1 ms are as effective as uninterrupted syllables (D. von Helversen 1972; O. von Helversen 1979). Neither the mean spike count nor the interspike-interval distribution of the single receptor response contains the information sufficient to distinguish uninterrupted syllables from syllables with gaps. On the other hand, examination of the temporal distribution of the spikes reveals that gaps (or the pulse onsets following the gaps) cause spike synchronization. An index of synchronization (IS) was defined as a measure of this gap-induced effect. Analysis of the receptor responses based on IS revealed differences that correspond quantitatively to the abrupt abolition of the behavioral response at a gap-width between 1 and 2 ms. From the hypothesis that such brief gaps are detected by the nervous system by way of spike synchronization in the tympanic nerve, one can predict certain features of the behavioral response to high-intensity stimuli. The gap-induced spike synchronization was more pronounced at higher temperatures. This effect was demonstrated in both summated recordings from the tympanic nerve and single fibre recordings. Experiments with primary auditory fibres of Locusta migratoria showed that the receptors in this species respond very similarly to the same stimuli. That is, the receptors of C. biguttulus are not specially adapted for detecting very brief gaps. Synchronization of the spikes in parallel receptor fibres of the tympanal nerve is probably a general feature of acridids; we infer that in C. biguttulus this gap-induced synchronized activity is detected by special processing in higher auditory centres.